Inflammation of subcutaneous tissue (panniculitis) may occur in association with tuberculosis, but so far only three cases of non-tuberculous mycobacteria-related lobular panniculitis have been reported. We describe two new cases with marked cellular immunity failure due to hypercorticism. Clinical presentation did not differ significantly from lobular panniculitis of other aetiologies. Histological samples displayed signs of lobular panniculitis and clues for mycobacteria infection with granulomatous lesions and presence of numerous acid-fast bacilli on special staining. Both patients responded quickly to a combination of macrolides, ethambutol and fluoroquinolones. However, like in other infections with tuberculous or non-tuberculous mycobacteria, long-term treatment (at least 6 months) was necessary to prevent relapses.
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Non-tuberculous mycobacteria (NTM) are widely distributed microorganisms responsible for cutaneous and visceral infections which often occur in patients displaying cellular immune response impairment. Clinical presentation of cutaneous infections by NTM is variable depending on the type of mycobacteria involved, but the most common pattern is probably deep skin abscesses. Non-abscessed infectious lobular panniculitis due to NTM has been very rarely reported to date and seems to be of uncertain prognosis. We hereby describe two new cases occurring in immunosuppressed, non-HIV-infected patients.

CASE REPORTS

Case 1

A 55-year-old man was referred for diffuse cutaneous lesions of at least 3 months duration. His previous medical history was unremarkable except for a severe steroid-dependent asthma and a steroid-related, non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. He had been receiving oral high-dose prednisone (0.5–1 mg/kg/day; 0.5 mg/kg/day at the time of referral) for more than 20 years. Initial physical examination revealed widespread deep inflammatory cutaneous nodules located on his left arm and both lower limbs (Fig. 1) along with various skin lesions related to long-term steroid treatment (atrophy, purpura, star-like pseudo-scars). His general condition was otherwise good. He denied any weight loss or fever. Two skin biopsy specimens from different affected sites revealed a lobular panniculitis mainly consisting of granulomatous inflammatory infiltrates composed of histiocytes and multinucleate giant cells but without any feature of abscess. Ziehl-Nielsen staining was positive with numerous acid-fast bacilli scattered throughout the infiltrates. Cultures on mycobacteria-specific medium were also positive in two different laboratories including a national reference laboratory (Institut Pasteur, Paris) within 9–12 days, but no precise identification of the NTM subgroup could be achieved. The tuberculosis skin test was negative and immunophenotyping of peripheral blood lymphocytes disclosed a mildly decreased CD4+ T-cell count down to 400/mm³ (CD4/CD8 = 0.4; normal range 1–2.3) without HIV infection. Other investigations including chest tomosdensitometry and culture of urine, sputum and blood were negative except for the isolation of Mycobacterium xenopi in sputum. No antibiogram was performed. The patient received clarithromycin (1500 mg/day) and
doxycycline (200 mg/day) for 8 months. This treatment was well tolerated and fully efficient within 3 months, despite the continuation of steroid therapy and there was no sign of recurrence after a follow-up of > 6 months after treatment was stopped.

**Case 2**

A 78-year-old woman without a remarkable medical history was admitted for investigation of protracted asthenia, weight loss, diabetes mellitus of recent onset associated with skin lesions and morphological changes consistent with Cushing’s syndrome. Cutaneous examination disclosed painful confluent nodules of both lower limbs, some of them giving rise to fistulae and discharging a yellowish pus. There was a localized inflammatory oedema of both halluces. Several biopsy specimens from the nodules consistently showed a release of acid-fast bacilli by Ziehl-Nielsen staining (Fig. 2). A strain of *M. chelonae* grew from both tissue sample from cutaneous inflammatory nodules and pus in less than a week. No antibiogram was performed. The tuberculosis skin test was negative and immunophenotyping of peripheral blood lymphocytes disclosed a strongly decreased CD4 T-cell count down to 164/mm³ (CD4/CD8 = 0.2) without HIV infection. Biological tests and morphological investigations confirmed Cushing’s syndrome related to a macroscopic pituitary adenoma. Chest tomodensitometry was normal and bacteriological cultures of urine, sputum and blood were negative. The adenoma was surgically removed with full success and the patient received ethambutol (800 mg/day), ofloxacin (400 mg/day) and clarithromycin (1800 mg/day). This treatment was fully efficient with considerable clinical improvement along with negative skin cultures after 3 months and the antibiotics were interrupted. However, the lesions relapsed 1 month after antibiotics were stopped. A second course combining ofloxacin (400 mg/day) and clarithromycin (1500 mg/day) was implemented with a marked clinical improvement, although a complete clearance of lesions could not be achieved. Indeed, the cutaneous elements were still slightly active after 1 year of continuous treatment and a cutaneous biopsy showed an inflammatory, histiocyte-rich infiltrate, although both Ziehl-Nielsen staining and skin lesion culture for *Mycobacterium* gave negative results.

**DISCUSSION**

Lobular panniculitis (LP) is an inflammatory process primarily affecting cutaneous fat lobules which can be related to a number of aetiologies including pancreatic disorders, systemic diseases, physical agents and specific infections. Numerous microorganisms can be responsible for infectious LP, such as *Brucella melitensis* (1), *Toxoplasma gondii* (2), *Histoplasma*, *Nocardia* (3), *Candida albicans* (3, 4), and *Fusarium* species (3). Cases of LP directly related to mycobacteria infections seem very unusual, with only three well-documented observations in the international literature to date (5–7). Moreover, two large nationwide retrospective studies reporting on NTM-related cutaneous lesions did not include any cases of LP (8, 9). As regards the species of the responsible mycobacteria, the three previously reported cases (5–7) involved *M. avium intracellulare* (5), *M. chelonae* (6) and *M. fortuitum* (7). *M. chelonae* was found in our second patient. No clear identification by a reference laboratory could be made for our first patient, although the diagnosis of mycobacteria-related LP seems to be established on safe grounds according to cumulative evidence of special staining, repeated positive skin cultures before treatment and good efficiency of treatment, evidence that makes a non-specific, circumstantial presence of a NTM in inflammatory lesions of other origin very unlikely. The isolation of *M. xenopi* from sputum is not a definite clue as to the involved strain since this bacteria is often present in immunocompromised patients’ lungs without any clear pathogenic role. It may be hypothesized that this infection was due to an unusual, opportunistic strain whose identification cannot be easily performed on a routine basis.

It is of interest to point out that all reported cases, including our two patients, had a background of hypercorticism (either iatrogenic or intrinsic), usually of long duration, making it likely that cellular immunodeficiency is a common feature and a major risk factor in such infections. This deficiency was clearly documented in both our patients with a low CD4+ T-cell count and negative tuberculosis skin test.

Overall, the five observations display a consistent, non-specific clinical presentation which usually consists

---

*Fig. 2. Inflammatory infiltrates with predominance of neutrophils and presence of acid-fast bacilli (arrows) on Ziehl-Nielsen staining (original magnification × 250).*
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of inflammatory, sometimes confluent nodules of the limbs. Lower limbs are most often involved but upper limbs may also be affected as shown by our first patient. Local inflammation is variable and can be deceptively slight, which may partly account for the usually long delay before an accurate diagnosis is made (mean 8 months). Fistulization with discharge is possible as illustrated by our second patient but remains unusual. It is of crucial importance to systematically search for visceral involvement in NTM-related LP especially in lungs, although only one patient among the previously published cases showed visceral manifestations (5). In our patients, no extracutaneous spreading was present apart from the doubtful presence of M. xenopi in sputum in our first patient. General status is not markedly altered by the infection itself, but may be impaired by the underlying pathological condition as illustrated by our second patient who was in poor general condition due to Cushing’s syndrome.

As to histological findings, all three published cases reported a granulomatous LP with giant multinucleate cells and, except for one patient who had received a prior antibiotic therapy (6), acid-fast bacilli could be identified on the biopsy specimen with Ziehl-Nielsen-specific coloration which implies a high bacterial burden. Furthermore, an acute inflammatory infiltrate composed of neutrophils was present in two of the three reported cases (6, 7), a feature considered by some authors (3) as a major histological criterion in favour of the infectious origin of LP. Epidermal changes (acanthosis, parakeratosis) and a secondary involvement of hypodermic septa could also draw attention toward an infectious aetiology of LP but their value is more questionable (3). Overall, our observations are in line with these data, especially regarding the abundant neutrophilic infiltrate displayed by our second patient.

Treatment of skin NTM infections in general and of mycobacteria-related infectious LP in particular is often difficult, perhaps because they often occur in patients with impaired cellular immunity. NTM infections are frequently refractory to usual anti-tuberculosis drugs; imipenem, ethambutol, macrolides (especially clarithromycin) (10, 11) along with fluoroquinolones (12, 13) are currently the most widely used antibiotics. Accordingly, it is highly recommended that a suitable antibiogram is performed, although a significant result is often difficult to obtain for technical reasons. To date there is no real consensus, but a combination of two antibiotics for at least 6 months appears to be necessary. The recurrence and the more protracted course of the disease in our second patient is probably due to a shorter treatment period and to a deeper alteration of cellular immunity as featured by a low peripheral T-cell count. The simultaneous use of multiple antibiotics might help to decrease the emergence of NTM resistance, already described with clarithromycin (14) or fluoroquinolones (12) when used alone. Lastly, our second patient illustrates the possibility that a protracted treatment, perhaps lifelong in some cases, may be necessary to avoid a relapse of lesions when a cellular immune deficiency is still present and does not allow for a definitive cure of the disease in spite of the antibiotic treatment.
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